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Abstract

Coordination games describe social or economic interactions in which the adoption of a common
strategy has a higher payoff. They are classically used to model the spread of conventions, behaviors,
and technologies in societies. Here we consider a two-strategies coordination game played asynchronously
between the nodes of a network. Agents behave according to a noisy best-response dynamics.

It is known that noise removes the degeneracy among equilibria: In the long run, the “risk-dominant”
behavior spreads throughout the network. Here we consider the problem of computing the typical time
scale for the spread of this behavior. In particular, we study its dependence on the network structure
and derive a dichotomy between highly-connected, non-local graphs that show slow convergence, and
poorly connected, low dimensional graphs that show fast convergence.

1 Introduction

The unprecedented growth of online social network and their increasing role in the spread of knowledge,
behaviors and new technologies have given rise to a lot of interesting questions. Is it possible to explain
the emergence of a new phenomenon based on the dynamics of the interaction among individuals? This
question has been mainly addressed within “contagion” or “cascade” models [Morr00, Klein07]. In this
setting, a popular and important problem concerns the existence of small (finite) subset of nodes whose
behavior spreads over the whole (infinite) network.

As an example consider a two-dimensional grid and assume that each
node adopts the new behavior (call it +1, the alternative being −1) if at
least two of its neighbors have already adopted it. It is then easy to see
that no finite set of +1’s can influence the whole grid, and in fact the
influence of any finite set of +1’s is limited to the smallest rectangle that
circumscribes them. For instance, the group of black nodes in the figure
on the right does not expand further.

In this paper we study the effect of noise, i.e. we assume that, with
some small probability ǫ, agents do not follow the pre-established rule.
This can have dramatic effects. If the gray node in the figure switches to
+1 by mistake, then a new layer may be added to the group of black nodes
at no extra (probability) cost. Of course, the reverse can happen: the block of +1’s can be eroded because
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of noise. However if the initial block is large enough (and under some technical assumptions) the latter
mechanism will prevail [NeS91, NeS92]. The important point is that ‘large enough’ means here larger than
some constant quantity, and that influence spreads at some positive velocity.

This phenomenon was first discovered in statistical physics, under the name of ‘nucleation’ and received
an intense attention in the mathematical physics literature over the last 30 years [OV04, Bov03]. This line
of work lead to very sharp estimates of the convergence times of specific models: mainly Ising models on
two and three dimensional grids [BC96, BM02].

Similar models were developed independently within the context of evolutionary game theory. For
example consider a simple game in which every individual placed in a network has to make a decision
between two alternatives. The payoff of an action for each person is proportional to the number of its
neighbors who are taking the same action. These games, known as coordination games, have been studied
extensively for modeling emergence of technologies and social norms [Young93, Morr00, Klein07, Blu93].

It is easy to see that best-response dynamics in coordination games converges to a pure equilibrium.
However,depending on the structure of the network, the game can have several equilibria. For example, in
the grid described before, the best response dynamics can get stuck in one of the numerous equilibria in
which a cluster of players plays one action and the rest of the network plays the other. This is a common
problem in using Nash equilibria. The multiplicity of equilibria makes it hard to predict the outcome of a
play. To remedy this, a vast literature considered the dynamics of this game, when a small noise is added
[KMR93, Young93, Ell93, Blu93]. The main conclusion of this line of work is that adding a small random
perturbation to best response dynamics creates an evolutionary force that drives the system towards a
particular equilibria in which all players take the same action.

The main point of the present paper is that, in modeling many real world networks, stochasticity is
unavoidable. As a consequence, the players will eventually achieve coordination on a particular equilibrium.
Therefore, the focus should be shifted on convergence times.

This issue was first raised in the pioneering work of Ellison [Ell93]. He argued that the long-run equi-
librium is relevant only if the convergence time is reasonably small. Ellison studied the rate of convergence
for two extreme interaction graphs: a complete graph and a graph obtained by placing individuals on a
cycle and connecting all pairs of distance smaller than some given range. He showed that the dynamics
converges very slowly for the former model and very quickly for the latter. Based on this observation, he
concluded that when the interaction is global the outcome is determined by historic factors. In contrast,
when players “interact with small sets of neighbors,” we can assume that evolutionary forces may determine
the outcome.

We study the convergence rate of these dynamics in arbitrary graphs. Our result somewhat differs from
the conclusion of Ellison’s work. The key property of the network is not the number of nodes each agent
interact with, but rather the graph’s tilted cutwidth. This quantity can be used to identify subnetworks
that slow down the dynamics.

The above framework allows us to estimate the convergence time for specific graphs through their
isoperimetric function. For example in various interaction graphs such as grids in finite dimensions the
dynamics converges in a very short time. On the other hand, for a wide class of bounded degree graphs such
as random regular graphs or certain small-world networks the convergence may take as long as exponential
in the number of nodes.

Let us conclude the introduction by pointing out some limitations of the present work and opportuni-
ties for improvement. First of all, we focus on reversible asynchronous dynamics. Within the economics
literature, synchronous non-reversible models are often considered. While we do not think the two type of
models differ substantially (in appropriate regimes), it would be important to develop techniques that can
handle these cases. Further, analyzing such model might provide insight into the robustness of our conclu-
sions. Finally, the dynamics studied in this paper coincide with Glauber dynamics for the ferromagnetic
Ising model. A sophisticated technology to analyze nucleation has been developed within the statistical
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mechanics literature [Bov03, OV04], and applied to low-dimensional grids. It would be interesting to adapt
this tools to more general graphs and dynamics.

When the dynamics converge slowly, the short-run outcome of the play depends stochastically on the
initial configuration. Therefore, questions concerning contagion thresholds and finding influential sets can
be reformulated in this context. Finding polynomial-time algorithms for characterizing the probability of
each outcome is an important and hard problem.

2 Definitions and main results

A game is played in periods t = 1, 2, 3, . . . among a set V of players. Each player i ∈ V has two alternative
strategies as xi ∈ {+1,−1}. Let x = {xi : i ∈ V }. The payoff matrix A is a 2× 2- matrix illustrated in the
figure. The players interact on an undirected graph G = (V,E). The payoff of player i is

∑
j∈∂iA(xi, xj),

where ∂i is the set of neighbors of vertex i.

a, a c, d

d, c b, b

A defines a coordination game which means a > d and b > c. It is easy to verify that
for every i, the best response strategy is sign(hi +

∑
j∈∂i xj), where hi = a−d+b−c

a−d−c+b |∂i|,
with |∂i| the degree of node i. We assume that a−b > d−c, so that hi > 0 for all i ∈ V
of non-vanishing degree. Harsanyi and Selten [HS88] named this the “risk-dominant”
action.

Noisy best-response dynamics is specified by a one-parameter family of Markov
chains Pβ{ · · · } indexed by β. The parameter β ∈ R+ determines how noisy is the dynamics, with
β = +∞ corresponding to the noise-free case. Two type of updates are naturally defined:

(a) Synchronous updates. At each step of the chain, each player draws a new strategy yi conditionally
on its neighbor’s strategies x∂i at the previous time step. The conditional distribution is denoted by
pi,β(yi|x∂i).

(b) Asynchronous updates. Each node i updates its value at the arrival time of an independent Poisson
clock of rate 1. The conditional distribution of the new strategy is again denoted as pi,β(yi|x∂i).

The dynamics of [Ell93] is recovered by the following transition probabilities. Let y∗i = sign(hi +∑
j∈∂i xj). Then for every player i, pi,β(y∗i |x∂i) = 1 − e−β and pi,β(−y∗i |x∂i) = e−β .
A considerable simplification is achieved for the so-called heath bath or Glauber kernel

pi,β(yi|x∂i) =
(
1 + e−2βKi(x)yi

)−1
(1)

where Ki(x) = hi +
∑

j∈∂i xj. Indeed the corresponding Markov chain is reversible with respect to the
stationary distribution µβ(x) ∝ exp(−βHβ(x)), with

Hβ(x) = −
∑

(i,j)∈E

xixj −
∑

i∈V

hixi (asynchronous dynamics) (2)

Hβ(x) = −
1

β

∑

i∈V

log cosh


β

∑

j∈∂i

xj


 −

∑

i∈V

hixi (synchronous dynamics). (3)

The first case corresponds to the standard Ising model. In all the above models the stationary distribution
for large β concentrates around the all-(+1) configuration. In other words, these dynamics predict that
in the long run, the play will converge to the risk-dominant equilibrium. Note that the payoff of this
equilibrium could be strictly smaller than the all-(−1) equilibrium.
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Our aim is to determine whether this prediction is realized in a reasonable time. To this end, we let
T+ denote the hitting time to the all-(+1) configuration, and define the typical hitting time for +1 as

τ+(G;h) = sup
x

inf
{
t ≥ 0 : P

x
β{T+ ≥ t} ≤ e−1

}
. (4)

For the sake of brevity, we will often refer to this as to the hitting time, and drop its dependence on G, h.
Our first step is to express the large-β (low-noise) behavior of τ+(G;h) in terms of graph-theoretical

quantities. Let n = |V | be the number of players. Given h = {hi : i ∈ V }, and U ⊆ V , we let
|U |h ≡

∑
i∈U hi. We define the tilted cutwidth of G as

Γ(G;h) ≡ min
S:∅→V

max
t≤|V |

[cut(St, V \ St) − |St|h] . (5)

Here the min is taken over all linear orderings of the vertices i(1), . . . , i(n), with St ≡ {i(1), . . . , i(t)}. Note
that if for all i, hi = 0, the above is equal to the cutwidth of the graph.

Further, we define the tilted cut of G as

∆(G;h) ≡ max
t∈{1,...,n}

min
|S|=t

[cut(S, V \ S) − |S|h] . (6)

It is known that, in the case hi = 0, the mixing time of Glauber dynamics is at most exponential in the
cutwidth of G [BK+05]. The following result provides a generalization to the case hi > 0 of interest here,
in the limit of large β. Since Γ(G;h) (as well as ∆(G;h)) is decreasing in h, the upper bound is smaller
than the one for the hi = 0 case.

Theorem 2.1. Given an induced subgraph F ⊆ G, let hF be defined by hF
i = hi + |∂i|G\F , where |∂i|G\F is

the degree of i in G\F . For reversible asynchronous dynamics we have τ+(G;h) = exp{2βΓ∗(G;h)+o(β)},
where

max
F⊆G

∆(F ;hF ) ≤ Γ∗(G;h) ≤ max
F⊆G

Γ(F ;hF ) . (7)

In other words the hitting time is at least exponential in the tilted cut and at most exponential in
the tilted cutwidth of the ‘slowest’ subgraph of G. We conjecture that the upper bound is indeed tight.
The proof of the theorem is based on estimating τ+(G;h) in terms of the most likely path from the initial
configuration that takes value −1 on the vertices of F to +1. It turns out (and is a general fact for reversible
Markov chains [OV04]) that the most likely path is the one that implies the lowest decrease of probability
µβ(x). The upper bound in Eq. (7) is tight if there exists an increasing path with this property.

A useful generalization of this Theorem is provided by the following

Remark 2.2. The lower bound (7) can be generalized if we replace |S| by a weighted sum |S|w =
∑

i∈S wi.
Letting wmax ≡ maxi |wi| and for θ ∈ R, J(θ) = [θ − wmax, θ + wmax], define

∆w(G;h) ≡ max
θ∈R

min
|S|w∈J(θ)

[cut(S, V \ S) − |S|h] . (8)

Then we have Γ∗(G;h) ≥ maxF⊆G ∆w(F ;hF ).

The cases treated by Ellison are easily understood within the present framework. For the complete
graph, with hi = h for all i ∈ V , the max over subgraphs is clearly achieved when F = G and ∆(G;h) =
1
4(n − h)2 +O(n). For a linear network of uniform degree 2k, the maximum is again achieved for F = G,
yielding Γ(G;h) ≤ 4k2.

Given a graph G, and thresholds hi, can one determine efficiently τ+(G,h)? The following result
provides a simple tool in the large β regime.
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Theorem 2.3. Assume that, for some L1, L2, with L2 ≥ hmax and for every induced subgraph F ⊆ G, we
have

min
|S|h∈[L1,L2]

[cut(S, V (F ) \ S) − |S|hF ] ≤ L1 , (9)

where it is understood that ∅ 6= S ⊆ V (F ). If, for every subset of vertices U , with |U |h ≤ L2, the induced
subgraph has cutwidth upper bounded by C, then Γ(G; 4h) ≤ C + L1 + L2.

If L2 − L1 ≥ 2hmax, the left hand side of Eq. (9) is in fact upper bounded by ∆h(F ;hF ). Therefore,
this theorem allows to estimate the discrepancy between upper and lower bounds in Theorem 2.1.

It is interesting to compare this result with the analysis of contagion models [Morr00]. In that case
contagion takes place if there exists an ordering of the vertices i(1), i(2), . . . such that, assuming xi(1) = +1,
xi(2) = +1,. . .xi(t) = +1, the best response for i(t+1) is strategy +1. Theorem 2.3 allows to replace single
vertices, by ‘blocks’ as long as they have bounded size and bounded cutwidth.

Assuming that a ‘good’ path to consensus exists, can it be found efficiently? By using a simple gen-
eralization of Feige and Krauthgamer’s [FK02] O(log2 n) approximation algorithm for finding the sparsest
cut of a given cardinality, we have the following

Remark 2.4. If G = (V,E) satisfies equation (9), it is possible to find an ordering i1, i2, . . . , i|V | of V in
polynomial time so that for every St = {i1, i2, . . . it}, and L = L1 + L2 + C

cut(St, V \ St) = O(|St|h log2 n+ L log n).

The following Lemma links the isoperimetric function of G (and its subgraphs) to the hitting time. It
is particularly useful when analyzing specific graph families.

Lemma 2.5. For θ ∈ R define J(θ) = [θ−hmax, θ+hmax]. Assume that there exist constants α and γ < 1
such that for any subset of vertices U ⊆ V , and any θ such that there exists S ⊆ U with |S|h ∈ J(θ), we
have

cut(S,U \ S) ≤ α |S|γ , (10)

for at least one such S. Then Γ∗(G;h) ≤ A(α, γ, hmax)h
−1/(1−γ)
min log max(2, h−1

min).
Conversely, assume there exists U ⊆ V (G), such that for i ∈ U , |∂i ∩ (V \ U)| ≤ b, and the subgraph

induced by U is a (δ, λ) expander. Then Γ∗(G;h) ≥ (λ− hmax − b)⌊δ|U |⌋.

In words, the hitting time is dominated by highly connected subgraphs of G, that are loosely tied to
the rest of the graph. On the other hand, an upper bound on the isoperimetric function leads to upper
bounds on the hitting time.

In order to gain some intuition we consider a few interesting graph models:

(a) Finite-range d-dimensional networks. Consider the vertices i = (i1, . . . , id) of a d-dimensional grid of
side n1/d. All edges (i, j) such that D(i, j) ≡ maxa |ia − ja| ≤ k with k a fixed number are present.

(b) Small world networks. Again, the vertices are those of a d-dimensional grid of side n1/d. Two vertices
i, j are connected by an edge if they are nearest neighbors. Further, each vertex i is connected to k
other vertices j(1), . . . , j(k) drawn independently with distribution Pi(j) = C(n)|i− j|−r.

(c) Random regular graphs of degree k.

Theorem 2.6. The following statements hold with high probability:
If G is a d-dimensional finite-range graph, and hmin > 0, then Γ∗(G;h) = O(1).
If G is a small world network with r ≥ d, and hmax ≤ k − d− 5/2, then Γ∗(G;h) = Ω(log n/ log log n).
If G is a small world network with r < d, and hmax is small enough, then Γ∗(G;h) = Ω(n).
If G is a random k-regular graph, and hmax < k − 2, then Γ∗(G;h) = Ω(n).
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These qualitatively distinct behaviors correspond to different mechanisms by which consensus spreads
in these networks. In finite-range networks, the process is initiated in a relatively compact region taking
value +1. If this is large enough (which happens with positive probability), it spreads through the whole
graph. This is possible because of the bias provided by hmin > 0. Indeed the proof of this statement implies

an upper bound of the form Γ(G;h) = O(h
−(d−1)
min log(1/hmin)).

In small-world networks with r ≥ d the process is similar, but the spread of +1’s is blocked in its very
last stages by small, highly connected regions of size roughly (log n). Finally, small-world networks with
r < d and random regular graphs are expanders and convergence is extremely slow.

All the above statements take the form of a tradeoff between how ‘well-connected’ is G and how biased
is the dynamics (the latter being measured by hmin). In the case of well-connected graphs it is not hard
to prove upper bounds on Γ∗(G;h) for large enough h. For instance, in the case of k-regular graphs
Γ∗(G;h) = O(1) if hmin ≥ k.

3 Proofs

3.1 Theorem 2.1

It is a basic result in the theory of reversible Markov chains with exponentially small transition rates, that
hitting time are related to ‘energy barriers.’

Lemma 3.1. Consider a Markov chain with state space S reversible with respect to the stationary measure
µβ(x) = exp(−βH(x) + o(β)), and assume that, if pβ(x, y) = exp(−βV (x, y) + o(β)).

Let A = {x : H(x) ≤ H0} be non-empty, and define the typical hitting time for A as in Eq. (4), with
+ replaced by A. Then τA = exp{βΓ̃A + o(β)} where

Γ̃A = max
z 6∈A

min
ω:z→A

max
t≤|ω|−1

[H(ωt) + V (ωt, ωt+1) −H(z)] . (11)

and the min runs over paths ω = (ω1, ω2, . . . , ωT ) in configuration space such that pβ(ωt, ωt+1) > 0 for each
t.

The proof can be obtained by building on known results, for instance Theorem 6.38 in [OV04]. These
however typically apply to exit times from local minima of H(x). We provide a simple proof based on
spectral arguments in Appendix 3.4.

Proof. (Theorem 2.1). Notice that Glauber dynamics satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 3.1, with H(x) =
Hβ(x) given by Eq. (2). In this case, for any allowed transition x→ y′, H(x)+V (x, y) = max(H(x),H(y)).

As a consequence, we can drop the factor V (· · · ) in Eq. (11). We thus obtain τ+ = exp(βmaxz Γ̃+(z)+o(β))
where

Γ̃+(z) = min
ω:z→+1

max
t≤|ω|−1

[H(ωt) −H(z)] . (12)

An upper bound is obtained by restricting the minimum to monotone paths (with respect to the partial
ordering x � x′ if xi ≤ x′i for each i). It is not hard to realize that the result coincides with 2Γ(F ;hF )
where F is the subgraph induced by vertices i such that zi = −1.

To prove the lower bound, first notice that maxz Γ̃+(z) ≥ Γ̃+(−1) ≥ ∆(G;h). Indeed for any path
ω : −1 → +1, let St denote the set of vertices i such that ωt,i = +1. Then for each s ∈ {1, . . . , n}, |St|h = s

at least once along the path. We want to prove that maxz Γ̃+(z) ≥ ∆(F ;hF ) for any induced subgraph
F . To this end, consider Glauber dynamics in which vertices outside F are initiated to +1 and never
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updated. This dominates stochastically the original process, and hence has hitting time at most as large
as the original one:

τ+(G;h) ≥ τ+(F ;hF ) .

On the other hand, by applying the argument above to this subgraph, we have τ+(F ;hF ) ≥ exp{β∆(F ;hF )+
o(β)} which implies the thesis. �

3.2 Theorem 2.3

Proof. (Theorem 2.3). Partition V into subsets R1, R2, · · · , Rl by letting V0 ≡ V and defining recursively

Rt = arg min
S∈Ωt

{cut(S, Vt \ S) − |S|hVt}

where Vt = V \ ∪t−1
s=1Rs and Ωt is the set of all subsets S ⊆ Vt such that L1 ≤ |S|h ≤ L2. With an abuse

of notation, we wrote hVt for hG(Vt) (G(Vt) being the subgraph induced by Vt). Explicitly, for any j ∈ Vt,
(hVt)j = hj + |∂j|V \Vt

.
Continue this process until no such set S can be found, and let Rl = Vl be the residual set. Notice

that, since L2 ≥ hmax, we necessarily have |Rl|h < L1. By applying Eq. (9) to F = G(Vt), we have

cut(Rt, Vt \Rt) ≤ |Rt|hVt + L1 ≤ |Rt|hVt + |Rt|h = |Rt|2h + cut(Rt, V \ Vt) . (13)

Notice that cut(Rt, Vt \Rt) − cut(Rt, V \ Vt) = cut(∪t
s=1Rs, Vt+1) − cut(∪t−1

s=1Rs, Vt). By summing up this
relation, we have, for all 1 ≤ t < l,

cut(∪t
s=1Rs, V \ ∪t

s=1Rs) ≤
t∑

s=1

|Rs|2h = | ∪t
s=1 Rs|2h.

For each Rt, consider a linear arrangement of the induced subgraph that achieves its cutwidth. Con-
struct a linear arrangement of V by concatenating the above linear arrangement of each Rt in the order
t = 1, 2, . . . , l. We will show that this ordering gives us the desired upper bound on the tilted cutwidth of
G. Let S = ∪t−1

s=1Rs ∪R where R ⊂ Rt for some t between 1 and l. Then

cut(S, V \ S) ≤ cut(∪t−1
s=1Rs, V \ ∪t−1

s=1Rs) + cut(Rt, V \ Vt) + cutwidth(Rt)

≤ cut(∪t−1
s=1Rs, V \ ∪t−1

s=1Rs) + cut(Rt, V \ Vt) + |Rt|h + L1 + C

≤ 2 cut(∪t−1
s=1Rs, V \ ∪t−1

s=1Rs) + L1 + L2 + C

≤ 2| ∪t−1
s=1 Rs|2h + L1 + L2 + C .

�

3.3 Theorem 2.6

Proof. (Lemma 2.5). By Theorem 2.1, it is sufficient to find an upper bound for Γ(F̃ ;hF̃ ) for every induced

subgraph F̃ . By monotonicity of Γ(F̃ ;h) with respect to h, Γ(F̃ ;hF̃ ) ≤ Γ(F̃ ;h). We will upper bound
Γ(F̃ ;h) by showing Eq. (9) holds for any induced subgraph F ⊆ F̃ .

First notice that, for any U and for any θ, there exists S ⊆ U such that |S|h ∈ J(θ) and

cut(S,U \ S) −
1

4
|S|h ≤ αh−γ

min|S|
γ
h −

1

4
|S|h ≤ A′(α, γ)h

−γ/(1−γ)
min , (14)
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where A′(α, γ) = max(αxγ −x/4 : x ≥ 0). Take L1 = A′(α, γ)h
−γ/(1−γ)
min and L2 = L1 +2hmax. By Eq. (14)

min
|S|h∈[L1,L2]

[
cut(S, V (F ) \ S) −

1

4
|S|h

]
≤ L1 .

Finally the cutwidth of any set S with |S|h ≤ L2 is upper bounded by α|S|γ log |S| (using [LR99] and

Eq. (10)) which is at most C = A′′(α, γ, hmax)h
−1/(1−γ)
min log max(2, h−1

min). The thesis thus follows by
applying Theorem 2.3.

To prove the lower bound we use Theorem 2.1 again. Let F be the subgraph induced by U . By
monotonicity of ∆(G;h) with respect to h, for t = ⌊δ|U |⌋, we have

∆(F ;hF ) ≥ ∆(F ;hmax + k) ≥ min
|S|=t

[λ|S| − (hmax + k)|S|] .

which implies the thesis. �

We notice in passing that the estimates in the second part of this proof could be improved by using
more specific arguments instead of directly applying Theorem 2.1.

For the proof of theorem 2.6, we need to estimate the isoperimetric function of finite range graphs.

Proof. (Theorem 2.6) Finite-range d dimensional networks. We need to prove that, for each induced
subgraph G′, Γ(G′;hG′

) = O(1). By Theorem 2.3, it is sufficient to show that, for any induced and
connected subgraph F , there exists a set S of bounded size such that cut(S, V (F )\S)− 1

4 |S|(h)F ≤ 0, with
h′i = hi/4. We will drop the prime hereafter.

First, we identify the family of subsets of V with the smallest cut ratio in G. For r = 1, 2, . . . , n, let Ωr

be the set of subsets of vertices U ⊆ V such that |U | = r and cut(U ′, V \ U ′) ≥ cut(U, V \ U) for every U ′

with |U ′| = r. Let ρ(r) ≡ cut(U, V \U) for U ∈ Ωr. We will use two properties of such minimal subsets: (i)

There exists A > 0 such that ρ(r) ≤ Ar
d−1

d ; (ii) Given a ball of radius ℓ in G (with respect to the metric
D( · , · ), defined in point (a) above the statement of the Theorem) there exists r(ℓ) ≤ Cℓ, and U ∈ Ωr(ℓ)

that contains this cube.
Now, we use the above family to find the desirable subset S in the induced subgraph F . From property

(i) it follows that there exists t∗ ≤ A′h−d
min such that ρ(t) − hmint ≤ 0 for all t ≥ t∗. Construct a set of

vertices S′ ⊆ V (F ) as follows. Start from an arbitrary vertex i0 ∈ V (F ), and add to S′ vertices i ∈ V (F )
in their breadth first search order until |S′| = t∗. Clearly S′ is contained in a ball of radius kt∗. Using
property (ii), let r = r(kt∗) and Ur ∈ Ωr be such that Ur contains this ball and therefore S′ ⊆ Ur. Define
S = Sr ≡ Ur ∩ V (F ) and Qr ≡ Ur \ Sr. Notice that |S| ≤ |Ur| = O((kt∗)

d) is bounded. Then we have

cut(Sr, V (F ) \ Sr) − |Sr|hF = cut(Sr, V (F ) \ Sr) − cut(Sr, V \ V (F )) − |Sr|h ≤

≤ cut(Ur, V \ Ur) − |Ur|h − cut(Qr, V \Qr) + |Qr|h ≤

≤ ρ(r) − ρ(q) − hmin|r − q| ≤ ρ(r − q) − hmin|r − q| .

The latter expression is non-positive because |r − q| > t∗ (indeed S′ ⊆ Sr).

Small world networks with r ≥ d. Let U be a subset of vertices forming a cube of side ℓ, and GU a
(ε, k − 5/2), k-regular expander with vertex set U . Such a graph exists for all ℓ large enough and ε small
enough by [Kah92]. Call AU the event that the subgraph induced by long-range edges in U coincides with
GU , and no long-range edge from i ∈ V \ U is incident on U .

Under AU , the subgraph GU satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 2.5, second part, with b = d. Therefore
Γ∗(G;h) ≥ (k − 5/2 − hmax − d)⌊εℓd/4⌋. The thesis thus follows if we can prove the existence of U with
volume ℓd = Ω(log n/ log log n) such that AU is true.
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Fix one such cube U . The probability that the long range edges inside U induce the expander GU is
larger than (C(n)ℓ−r)kℓd

. On the other hand, for any vertex i ∈ U , the probability that no long range edge
from V \ U is incident on U is lower bounded as

∏

j∈V \i

[
1 −C(n)|i− j|−r

]k
≥ exp



−3k C(n)

∑

j∈V \i

|i− j|−r





where we used the lower bound 1−x ≥ e−3x valid for all x ≤ 1/2, together with the fact that C(n) ≤ 1/2d
(which follows by considering the 2d nearest neighbors). From the definition of C(n), the last expression
is lower bounded by e−3k, whence

P{AU} ≥
[
C(n)e−3ℓ−r

]kℓd

.

Let S denote a family of (n/ℓd) disjoint subcubes, and denote by NS the number of such subcubes for
which property AU holds. Then E[NS ] = (n/ℓd)P{AU}. Using the above lower bound together with the
fact C(n) ≥ Cr,d > 0 for r > d and C(n) ≥ C∗,d/ log n for r = d, it follows that there exists a, b > 0 such
that E[NS ] = Ω(na) if elld ≤ b log n/ log log n.

The proof if finished by noticing that, for U ∩U ′ =, P{AU ∩AU ′} ≤ P{AU ∩AU ′}, whence Var(NS) ≤
E[NS ]. The thesis follows applying Chebyshev inequality to NS .

Small world networks with r < d. It is proved in [Fla06] that these graphs are with high probability
expanders. The thesis follows from Lemma 2.5.

Random regular graphs. It is well known that a random k-regular graph is with high probability a
k − 2 − δ expander for all δ > 0 [Kah92]. The thesis follows again from Lemma 2.5. �

3.4 Hitting times at low temperature: proof of Lemma 3.1

To be definite, consider a discrete time Markov chain and define pA
β (x, y) = pβ(x, y) if x, y ∈ S \ A and

pA
β (x, y) = 0 otherwise. Notice by reversibility the eigenvalues of pA

β are real, and smaller than 1

Lemma 3.2. If 1 − λ0,A is the largest eigenvalue of pA
β , then

1

log(1/(1 − λ0,A))
≤ τA ≤

1

log(1/(1 − λ0,A))

{
1 +

1

2
max

x∈S\A
log

1

µ(x)

}
.

Proof. Let PA denote the matrix with entries pA
β (x, y), and f(x) be the characteristic function of S \ A.

Then Px {TA > t} = P t
Af(x), whence

√
µ(x)Px{TA > t} ≤

√∑

x

µ(x)Px{TA > t}2 = ||P t
Af ||µ,2 ≤ (1 − λ0,A)t ,

which proves the upper bound. To prove the lower bound, let ψ0(x) denote the eigenvector of PA, with
eigenvalue λ0,A and notice that by Perron-Frobenius theorem, it has non-negative entries. Therefore

max
x

Px{TA > t} (ψ0, f)µ ≥
∑

x

µ(x)ψ0(x)Px{TA > t} = (1 − λ0,A)t(ψ0, f) .

�
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Proof. (Lemma 3.1). Due to Lemma 3.2, it is sufficient to prove that λ0,A = exp{−βΓ̃A + o(β)}. To this
end we use the well known variational characterization of eigenvalues

λ0,A = inf
ϕ

Dir(ϕ)

E(ϕ2)
, Dir(ϕ) ≡

1

2

∑

x,y

µ(x)pβ(x, y)(ϕ(x) − ϕ(y))2 . (15)

Here the inf is taken over functions non-vanishing functions ϕ : S \ A→ R.
A lower bound can be obtained by comparison. More precisely, for each z ∈ S \ A, let ω(z) be a

path or allowed transition from z to A. Proceeding along the lines of [JS89, DSC93], one obtains that
λ0,A ≥ 1/maxx,y C(x, y;ω), where, for each allowed transition x→ y, we defined the associated congestion
as

C(x, y;ω) =
1

µ(x)pβ(x, y)

∑

z:ω(z)∋(x,y)

µ(z)|ω(z)| .

The thesis then follows by choosing the path ω(z) in such a way to achieve the minimum in Eq. (11) and
taking the limit β → ∞.

To get an upper bound, define the boundary ∂B of a configuration B, as the subset of couples (x, y)
such that pβ(x, y) > 0 and x ∈ B, while y 6∈ B. Notice that from Eq. (11) it follows that there exists a set
B ⊆ S \ A such that

Γ̃A = min
(x,y)∈∂B

[H(x) + V (x, y)] − min
z∈B

H(z) .

The proof is completed by taking ϕ in Eq. (15) to be the characteristic function of B. �
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